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In a recent Hindi movie - 3 Idiots - the protagonist in one of
the scenes (mis)corrects his partner when the partner simply repeats
the clichè of the protagonist - “All is Well”. The protagonist re-asserts,
in all humour, reframing the sentence in his typical, Indian, down-toearth accent, saying- “No, not all is well. Say rather - “all ijj well”.
This covert bathos, so tactfully uttered and tritely suggested is
yet another dimension of humour. It involves irony sans all ironical
paradigns, One of the strengths of humour is that it has a potential to
nullify anything by laughing it away. The protangonist is the film
seems to suggest that though all is not well, yet whatsoever it is, it
demands an unconsciously conscious shrugging off or disting off. He
is a 21st century avatar of a Hamlet-turned-into-Falstaff looking at
through unseeing the non-reality of eehaloka. It is born of abhinimesh a cynic side of the coin called agony. For, is not Falstaff a more
acceptable and equally fascinating side of the coin having the Hamlet
heads?
Besides, the very utterance - ‘all ijj well’ instead of ‘all is well’ is
a going back to one’s instinctive natural self bereft of any learnt
artificiality. The expression seems to transcend the bounds of
recreation and creativity as well. It is sheer realization of or a natural
mode to experience one’s natural being. It is going back or recalling
one’s roots. Roots, after all, are roots — our nourishing source of
existence. Our existence itself.
The issue of the journal in hand is a medley of different
creative moods of self realization by poets and creative writers through
their respective writings. A work- or any work for that matter is an
objective correlative to this realization. The encounter with ‘I’ is a
perennial sin-qua-non of all creativity- be it a poem or any creative
piece in the present volume or the so well media-hyped utterance of
the protagonist in 3 Idiots.
- Anuraag
•
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Aal iij well...
From ‘All is well’ to ‘Aal ijj well’ what changes is the intention
of the speaker, This does not determine the intention of the script
writer who actually wrote it as to whether it is said with Hamlet’s mask
on and/or with Falstaff in mind or vice versa. In reality the ‘intention’
of the author is of utmost importance, i.e. what it is at the time of
writing. It does not matter as how the line is articulated, what matters
is what words the author would have written or expressed if such
accidents had not caused him to mispronounce or misspell or
mispuntuate them and this is a matter of his intentions and not just
something pertaining to the realm of creativity. There are occasions
when we emulate the great one’s because of their foibles and even wish
to preserve mispronunciation, misspellings and other misses too
because in some way or the other it is far more interestingly
conspicuous or attention grabbing than the corrected one. Anyway,
what is of ultimate importance, the sin-qua-non of the issue is the
‘intentions’ of the author. But the antithesis is that our beliefs about
author’s intention are inferred on the core of what we know and
observe about his creativity and we have our own ways of justifying
what we discern as to what they intend or have in mind.
Time and again it has been experienced that when ‘creative
age’ is at its resplendence, philosophy and scientific intellect retreat
behind the scenes. As the history enlightens us, when there was
Homer, Virgil, Sophocles, Ovid and Euripides there was neither a
Plato, nor an Aristotle, nor an Archimedes nor a Pythagoras. And
perhaps that is the reason that when Homer, Ovid, Euripides and
Sophocles were churning out their creative oeuvre they were not aware
of Plato’s philsophical depths or anything of Aristotle’s poetics and we
hardly find any traces of Homeric creativity in Plato’s writings. But
this may be true for the western creative legacy. In India things have
ever been different; since eons our literary arts, science and other
cultural activities have been burgeoning in chorus. All grew up in a
well planned and well kept orchard. Keeping in view the traditional
value system of co-existing, co-sharing and co-creating Prosopisia has
ever encouraged literary and critical writings and writers to share the
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common stage of dialogue and discourse among the world literary
community. Both in creative and critical writings the ‘intention’ of the
author is venerated because it is a ‘record in language’ for the posterity
to relish and to cherish.
As Prosopisia enters into the third year of its publication and
now seems to have taken on its feet, yet staggering a bit, it is a delight
for the onlooker to see the kindergarten Prosopisia but much needed
need of the hour is to alleviate the journal through generous donations
and increase its circulation. We seek cooperation and help from our
readers and contributors to kindly extend their helping hand. As from
this part of the globe this is the only journal that provides a forum to
the creatively thinking people to write for the cause of environment
and climate change.
Whether it is ‘Aal ijj well’ or ‘All is well’ we ought to have a
conviction that all is well with Prosopisia.
-Pradeep

•••
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The Singing Tree
She walked in through the French windows
with an armful of narcissi,
looked back at the garden
rich with gold, pink, scarlet of tulips.
She heard him on the telephone
and the world turned flat, grey,
two-dimensional, the colour of the
garden draining away like blood
from the caves of her heart.
Their dead daughter's favourite tree
stood afflicted, cursed, as if struck
by lightning, incapable of blossom
in spring or seed in autumn.
Then he came to her, putting his hands
on her shoulders with a tenderness
she hadn't felt for years.
'Did you think that I would betray you?
I have accepted it. She had never spoken,
never moved. She would have grown old,
like that. I do not agree but I've never doubted
your goodness of heart or motive. Who is
to say you are wrong? Not me. No one.'
He left the room and her tears
blurred the yellow of the flowers.
She saw that the colour had returned
to the garden, richer, brighter,
more intense, the flowers shining
with a new brilliance.
Margaret's tree was transformed:
a singing bird on every twig,
it held its slim girlish branches to the sky;
bridal blossom shook with joy and sound
as the tree shone, jewelled, emerald,
rejoicing in celebration's song.
She had been forgiven.
•••
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SMITA TIWARI
(India)

KEVIN SIMMONDS
(USA)

Moments

Cud

A moment in time, moments of a lifetime
with the sameness of everyday, like time-pass.
Watch it each day, every moment, with unfeeling,
dying, lost in time, losing itself, without priorities.

Whatever wonder there is to wake Saturday morning
and with my father pass the spade to weed between bricks
turn soil in beds
Whatever wonder there is to receive a letter from my mother
her longhand opposing distances
Whatever wonder there is, I've imagined.
Not all of us are fatally vacant.

Looking for meaning without a past, or a future dream
just this moment, meaningful as a living present, alive.
That blind alley, at the end of which I stood for long,
from where there was nowhere to turn to, nor back away..

12

Our mistakes mouthwatering, rich
in regret,
daily allowances to break
down, swallow, keep
down.
Enzymes enough in us to grow a field, some
thousand field.

•••
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Seeing Eye
Chosen
because you didn't run
from the ball or ringing bell.
You go to school a believer in treats
for complete stops and avoiding fire.
Habit
becomes pleasure.
And there will never
be anything more delicious for you
than obedience.
•••

SANJUKTA DASGUPTA
(India)
Knowledge Limited
The little girl
Asked her mother
“why do you pray to Lakshmi everyday
and why pray on just one day to Saraswati?
Wealth and knowledge
Knowledge as wealth
Knowledge as awakening
If Saraswati replaced Lakshmi
As the domestic Goddess
Will there be a territorial strife
Placing her hand on her young head
The mother told her daughter
'the world we live in is not yet ready
For Saraswati 24x7'
Knowledge is freedom
Independence and endless choice
The home guards may lose their jobs
Lakshmi is serene and sedate
Zestful Saraswati, the Goddess of Learning
Loves books, music and rides a regal swan
The little girl
Pondered and said,
“maybe in the next century
Lakshmi and Saraswati will hold hands
24x7, at home and in the world
Freedom to know
Sing, dance and dream
Prosperity and peace in a
Knowledge as wealth domain”

14
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Saraswati smiled
Strummed her Veena,
Book pages fluttered in rhythm
Lakshmi jingled her coins in tune
Sonorous siblings in a magical Utopia
•••

RICHARD UGBEDE ALI
(Nigeria)
How Wild Horses Die
A braying in the ear, the scratch of pen on parchment
The heat of radiating blood boiling earth in a shimmering
Of ionized dust and stampeding lust as a virgin comes
Attended by an archer. Everything reels in a swirl of images
I know now how wild horses die, how memory is interred
The smell of earth's vaporizing musk, how open fields flee
Eyes no longer open. It is the smell that remains, not tears
For if men speak of Oedipus, what can a wild horse say?
Memories of scorching times, to have been raging fair while young
To have always been too old, stallion in the savannah stretch
Now bereft a patrimony of solitude. Others have come in grey
To set feet to flight unto the fences, unto danger
Envy comes desiring space, envy brings the matrix of death
Equines have always known that wild horses never should die;
Perhaps entering mind-span they'll fade into fields that stay
Ever golden, ever un-owned. But wild horses never should die.
A bird hovers and lowered within it is a rifle - so steel enters
The natural, and though neighing dreams still linger awhile
Some essence scatters with the sound, wildness blanching all
around. . .
With my palm I close my eyes in this ash-land of youth's fire.
•
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We, to Poetry
[Or Conceit]
Weaving dreams together in the circularity of this room
Ambling amidst a ballet of bearded words going kamikaze
Nimble imps turn great wheels then burst into a dazzle
Of flame. And we the sole gods and prisoners of this.
Each word is aged steeply as ocean-drops whiskered grey
From primeval mines in the tongues of those here before;
In the tyranny of our sleepwalk we cannot let the mirror drop
For youth is youth's own elixir, and our flaw is our dreams.
Amidst the careering, all we can grasp is to try something undone
A baptizing of blood and soul seeking to spell renegade metaphors
Unto the styles of our madness so lastly our death-pages might glow
And posterize us as a race of gods who were, but briefly, men.

18

What the River Brings You
[For Tukokumo]
When the river reaches you it will bring tidings
Fragments of me alongside the richening alluvial
Of other's dreams leached as if by some subtle sieve
From the quarters of my cusp, my country, my times
You swim amidst the tuft of turbans, within arms outstretched
Of fertility cults; each drop you drink preserves that saline tang
Of mothers tears upon rocks forced to fall hard on native earth. . .
Everything the river brings you is a cosmic concentric dream.
This stranger rests his story next to yours, speaking sacred words
For his soul is rooted in elements as well and this river, precedes
him.

•

•••
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UNOMA AZUAH
(USA)

LYN REEVES
(Australia)

Day by day

North towards yesterday

Here the night is thick and long
but I always prepare my song
for the trail into the day and the hay
Here the noon sometimes
shines beyond the distances I can see
But I know only to worry for the length I carry
Here the morning sometimes
comes with cool arms
It stirs me up with no alarms
But night time comes with a turn
I can't always return
I trudge on though
And hope becomes my only
name.
•••

Packing my suitcase full of questions
I leave behind a cold October morning
overhung with cloud and journey back
to the place where it's always summer.
What I remember most are the birds,
their riotous music in the early forest,
the way they call to each other all day
and how, in the evening, their homing flight
feathers the sky with shadows.
In that place of summer the shadows
were always backlit by an incandescent
longing, that had something to do
with the richness of rain greening and
unfurling palm fronds and passion vines,
swelling the creeks with a rush of white sound.
But it hasn't rained in years.
The waterholes are rank with weed,
the creeks diverted, their clay banks
crumbling. Your face, too, is cracked
by ten long years of drought.
Above the valley the stars come on.
The moon is a golden carp tangled in the pool
beneath the footbridge where I stand
caught between yesterday and tomorrow
casting questions like bright feathers
into a river of revolving sky.
•••
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ANNE STEWART
(U.K)
Grandfather
Let's start with the greatcoat, yes?
A dark grey shift of buttons, pockets, epaulettes
That shape, re-shape, re-count themselves
and add up to a man they never met.
The man I met stood tall and grey, at ease
it seemed, so long as he was not displeased
and somehow I did not displease. To me
he was a smiling giant. A long lank strip of tease.
I was the only one he teased. The only one he let
run circles round between his greatcoat and his legs,
the only one he taught to pull his garden weeds
and watched me helpfully pull up the flowers instead.
They have their man, his list of cruelties.
But what of my man? Is he to be lost to me?

Catherine Wheel
When you've lit a banger in the box,
your eyes, in direct conflict with your feet,
will want to stick around How many will go off?
What angles? What's the safest method of retreat?
Perhaps the fuse will sputter out and die
if you back off just right. But then it might
be only playing dead. The box is deft and sly
with secrets, mortar mines bursting to ignite.
And if you try, the chances are you'll fail,
between the fizzle and delayed-reaction spark,
to snuff it out. It might be safe to watch it flail
and hiss and spin from stock still in the dark
but, one wrong move, the whole shebang will catch
and no place safe, for you, from that corrosive spit.
You wish you could get close without the match
but, long ago, you learned that you are it.
•

•
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The Meeting of Generous-Seeming Men
They amaze me. Out of nowhere they step into step,
link arms sometimes. I shake them off. What do they want?
They keep their distance then. I wonder when they'll ask
for money, sensitive stuff address, phone. Or try to lead me
someplace I didn't intend to go. Even when they don't, I know
I ought to know there's something seriously wrong.
But then we talk, just talk, en route to station, train.
For instance Cader, who misses home, he has a sister there.
Or Eleasidni, who says he's known as 'Sidney' and shows me
'Sidney' on his phone. They ask for nothing. I give nothing.
Small talk where we've been tonight or where we're from,
what's different there. I'm thinking con, chancer,
still ready to kick and run, still puzzled over what it is
this young man hopes to gain, but then there's 'Safe journey',
'Nice to meet you' and smiles and holding or shaking hands.
When I'm alone, I check my bag and nothing's gone. Perhaps,
old as I am, I never acquired or lost? whatever it is they want.
They have lovely skin. Nice eyes. The softest brown.
•••
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ANDREW PARKIN
(France)
The Night Supervisor
We had just finished negotiating the routes of a soon-to-be laid
simple network of roads to lead to the underground parking in the
old, “use redisgnated” barracks. The barracks buildings had held
British troops and Japanese troops, and sometimes prisoners who had
been tortured. Some said the old barracks were haunted. It was not a
good idea to use them for some new purpose. The site was now
expensive, however, and could usefully be developed to house a
convenient extension of the administrative offices on campus. It
would mean that senior members of the university would receive
designated parking spaces, thus greatly increasing their chances of
turning up on time for their many meetings. These meetings were
held not only in their home universities but in town, in the
government offices, as with the meeting we had just finished. Going
between the busy central district of Victoria on Hong Kong Island and
the different university campuses meant that parking spaces had to be
freein both senses at all times for these committee members.
I was now invited to a tea (or coffee or juice or wine) reception in
the university that had acquired the old barracks. It was a sort of
celebration for the end of our discussions. After driving through the
cross harbour tunnel, I was in Kowloon Tong within a few minutes.
In the old underground parking I had to show my pass at the barrier
before the guard swung the red and white pole up to a sufficient angle,
recalling the barbers' shops of years gone by. As luck was with me I
found a good space where another guard was smiling and waving me
in. I looked round to thank him when I got out of the car and locked
it by pressing a button on the key. The guard had already gone about
his other duties for he was nowhere to be seen. I could hear his
echoing footsteps from a far corner. I took the stairs to the ground
floor. It was then I heard a terrible scream, as if someone were being
flayed alive. Silence. I decided to get to the reception and tell a clerk
that there might have been an accident outside the parking area. I
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hurried to the elevator and
got out at the seventh floor.
The reception was unexceptional as I'd expected with some animated
chat about nothing very much. Suddenly, though, an interesting
moment occurred, when a window pane cracked for no apparent
reason. There was a loud clack and we all looked at the window. A
curved line of the broken pane had appeared running from one side to
the other. The Dean supposed it was caused by vibration from heavy
equipment being moved in the works area. He bit into a biscuit and
looked around at people as if waiting to be challenged. “Ooh, look!”
gasped Alice Tsang, a tubby lady in a in a twin set and pearls outfit.
We all saw a red liquid seeping from the crack in the pane. It looked
like blood rather than anything else. “How odd!” said the Dean,
finishing the biscuit.
“It's uncanny. It's an omen of some sort,” said Alice. There was a
chorus of people saying “Ai-yah!”
Unperturbed, the Dean started to pull me aside, talking budgetary
matters. I pretended to listen. People were looking at watches and
hurrying away. After one more biscuit, the Dean was convinced I had
followed his reasoning and was in agreement with him. I assured him I
was. “Good, well, that's settled then. Must be off!” With that the
Dean left and I was alone. The lower part of the cracked window was
still red in places. Since nobody else was doing anything about it, so far
as I knew, I picked up the phone and called security, probably the only
people on duty by this time. I explained the situation briefly. There
was a throaty chuckle from the other end of the line.
“It happens, sir.”
“You mean it has happened before?”
“Yes, sir, it'll be fixed in the morning.”
“Oh, good. Well, thanks. Good night.”
I picked up a smoked salmon sandwich and made off for the car
park. The lift, though, seemed to be now out of order, so I went slowly
down the stairs finishing the sandwich on the way. Further down in
the stairwell there was a sound of footsteps. The throaty chuckle
again. A door slammed. I was soon at lower ground level and walked
out into the neon-lit garage. I walked past a BMW with a cracked
26
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windscreen. An old accident or a result of the heavy equipment
vibrations? Unlikely, I thought. The crack and some of the glass
below it was blackened as if sealed inexpertly with tar. Close up, I
realized the black was more like dried blood. The car was covered by a
coat of dust as if it had been abandoned. The tyres needed some air.
“Hello. Can I help you?”
Again the throaty chuckle. It was a security man.
“No, I'm just going home. Will you raise the pole for me?”
“There's somebody there. It's the night supervisor in his kiosk. He
raises the pole. No problem, sir.”
I left him and unlocked my car with a resounding “ping”. I could just
catch a bit of the BBC overseas network on my Blaupunkt radio on the
way home. I carefully reversed the big Mercedes out of the space and
followed the exit signs. The night supervisor was silhouetted behind
the frosted glass door of his cubicle. He already had the red and white
pole up for a quick exit. I was thinking that I was probably the last one
out that night as I accelerated around the curve leading onto the side
street. As I looked down to switch on the radio, there was an almighty
thud as something hit the windscreen. I looked up as I trod on the
brake. The glass was broken in a spider's web pattern. The security
man with the throaty chuckle was spreadeagled over the bonnet with
his face crunched up against the windscreen and bleeding. He stared
at me wide-eyed. His head was at a strange angle. His eyes were
unseeing. There was blood in great gouts and in small drops like rain
on the windscreen. It had seeped into some of the cracks making little
veins, it seemed, in the glass. But it was the man's face that horrified
me. His teeth were bared, his lips swollen and distorted. The
expression on his battered face seemed like that of a weary boxer who
has just triumphed in a savage fight. I killed the engine and the radio
voice. Running back to the supervisor's cubicle, I was shouting, “Get
an ambulance! Quick! Quick!”
The man who had let me out was already outside his kiosk on the
drive watching as I ran into sight.
“Back there, round the bend! I think he's dead or badly injured.”
“You ran over someone, sir?”
“Quick. Use the telephone . Get Emergency.”
Prosopisia
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He went back and picked up the telephone. He spoke briefly. When
he came back he just nodded, but he had locked the cubicle door and
was carrying his well-worn canvas bag. It looked as if he was about to
go off duty.
“Come on, man, let's go to my car.”
He said nothing but followed me. When we reached the car, the
injured man had gone.
“Yes. There's the blood on the glass.” The night supervisor sounded
pleased.
“I could have sworn he was dead. His head was twisted as if he had
broken his neck. Yet he's just gone.”
“It happens. Just like that.”
“You mean you've had this before?”
“Oh, it happens.”
“Look, you'll probably be asked for a statement or report. Here's my
card. I'll have to contact the police. He just threw himself at the car
on the curve in the drive.”
“Yes. That's how it is, then. You live in Sha Tin, sir?”
“Yes.”
“I need to be at the market.”
“I can drop you off, if I can drive with this windshield.”
He took a rag from his canvas pack and wiped the windscreen
carefully. A police car drew up on the side street. Two Policemen got
out and walked towards us.
“Accident? What happened , sir?”
“I was just leaving the carpark when a security man came as if from
nowhere and crashed into my windscreen. I went back for help and
we phoned for an ambulance but the injured man has just gone. No
sign of him.”
“Well, we'll need a statement from both of you. You can go to the
police station now or in the morning, no later than 11 a.m.”
“Can I drive my car to my dealer to get a new windshield fitted?”
Since the windshield was not too badly damaged and my dealer was
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not far away in Sha Tin, the police let us go on our way, having taken
our names and addresses and checked our identity cards. The
university security man did not talk on the way to Sha Tin market but
hummed a little haunting tune to himself. Probably something from
a Cantonese opera, I thought. He seemed calm and pleased with
himself. It was odd, considering what had happened. I dropped him
off and went home. I would go to the dealer in the morning. He'd
lend me a car for the day. I'd make my statement and claim on my
insurance. What a nuisance it all was. The statement did not take
long. The police sergeant who filed it asked me,
“Did you phone emergency again to say they were not needed after
all?”
I had not. I hadn't even thought about it.
“Perhaps the security guard who phoned them alerted them later. Has
he been in to give his statement?”
“Not yet, sir.”
When I got back to my borrowed car I used my mobile to phone
the University Security Unit. I asked for the chief and explained what
had happened, that I had made a statement to the police. But I
wondered if Emergency at the hospital next door had complained,
having been on a wild goose chase.
“No complaints, sir. But I don't really understand. The carpark
guards signed off at 7 p.m. leaving the barrier down. We simply patrol
every half hour after that.”
“But there were two guards on duty and one was injured.”
“We've heard nothing of that, sir. Everything appeared to be
normal last evening.”
“But my windscreen was broken. I'm having it replaced.”
“I'm afraid I can't help.”
It was no use pursuing it. I went on with the remaining things I had to
do and then picked up my car with its perfect new windshield. I asked
the foreman if he had the old one. He had, and took me to a pile of
debris. There it was with a clean crack across it. There was red in the
crack. But mine had been like a spider's web fracture.
“Are you sure this is mine?”
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“It's the only one we've changed today. I'm sure it's yours.
Looks like there's blood on it. Must have been a nasty accident.”
“It was.”
I paid and drove away. As I drove home I decided to stop at the
university bookstore. I was looking for a book on the old Cantonese
Hongs of the nineteenth century. What presented itself, as if needing
me to pick it up, was a history of the university. I opened it at random
and saw an illustration of a brief paragraph and news photo from an
English language
newspaper from the 1960s. The picture was a Mercedes with a
windscreen broken in a spider's web pattern. The headline was
“Security Guard Commits Suicide”. I went cold. I read the
circumstances of my own accident of the previous night. Not only
that, but the suicide had used the same name as a Chinese soldier
captured when the British surrendered during the war. He had been
thrown by Japanese soldiers in front of an officer's car and maimed.
He had died without medical aid. I put the book down and drove
home. As I drove I felt certain that someone was in the back seat. I
glanced in the mirror but could see nobody. Yet I felt a presence and
half expected cold hands to reach from behind me and cover my eyes
as I drove. The car radio blared forth and then went silent. I had not
touched it.
I traded the car in the very next day without haggling. The dealer was
delighted.
•••

MARIO PETRUCCI
(U.K)
what if whispers
happen
pace the Periodic
down long-channelled
erosions where odd ends
meet : soap worn to frighted slugs
faces leather
-worked by heat
a grenade ripening or
blighted hoe abandoned to
its corner blade-caught
grass in auburn
strands fresh
with murder that
copper saucepan never
on its hook brass casings spent & buried turned
aberrant
blue
the young
doctor too late traversing
midday tripping through asp-halt field on field
lulled
a moment
thinking he'd heard
each thing in spate whisper
to each?
•••
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HOWARD R. WOLF
(USA)
Ludwig Fried's Magdalene Malaise
Prelude
Ludwig Fried, academic picaro, had had many strange ideas in his
semi-confused life -- sometimes maudlin, sometimes wise, often
comic -- but none odder and more sensible, go figure, than his
decision to apply to St. Botolph's College of Cambridge as a stage of
his belated post-retirement quest for identity. It was a matter of
polarities. At one level, it made no sense. He even was too old to be a
proper Visiting Fellow. If admitted, the college would have to come up
with a special title, something like Visiting Superannuated Professor.
A bottle of VSOP would be less expensive and probably more
satisfying. And he had more in common with Bud Abbot than he did
with the Abbot Bartolph, Patron Saint of Travelers.
Although he had earned a lot of Frequent Flyer Miles in his
somewhat peripatetic life, he knew more about the “Who's on first?”
routine than he did doing research on topics such as Greek Oared
Ships: History of the Trireme, even as he admired scholars whose lungs
could process more dusty air than his mother's old Electrolux.
To master the footnote, the atom of research, was to submit at
once to the Medieval authority of the academic profession and to
reject his late father for whom a footnote was as alien as a clean IRS
return. Scholarship had become a semi-Kafkean dilemma for him. He
was big on “semis,” except the ones that burnt rubber on the New York
State Thruway, real men doing real work. After the Vietnam War, his
colleagues had begun to speak a language that sounded like English,
something like French in English. He often wished then that he was a
trucker putting the pedal to the metal on Route 66 -- with or without
kicks.
He had longed to escape the Ivory Tower of Babel, but the need
for a steady income alimony, therapy, fear of poverty and
homelessness, soup kitchens instead of Chinese Take-Out had kept
him toiling in the vineyard of academe, even if he often had the taste of
sour gripes in his mouth. He had managed to escape by teaching
overseas a few times over the years, but, “returned,” he always was on
the look-out for another sally-port. And there had been many beakers
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full of erotic adventure to ease the pain of…. He wasn't quite sure of
what.
An opportunity had presented itself a few months ago when he
saw an ad in The New York Review of Books. He had been surfing the
personal ads looking for a woman, a Tolstoy scholar with a lithe body,
who looked like a long-stem American rose when he came across an
announcement to spend an Easter Term in Cambridge: “St.
Botolph's College of Cambridge University, established 1616,
welcomes international academic visitors, public intellectuals, and
writers, especially travel writers, to spend the Easter Term in
residence."
As a child of the Jewish Bronx, he knew from nothing about St.
Botolph, but it was a mitzvah nonetheless, and, if admitted, it would
be a dream deferred, given his semi-Anglophilia. He had traveled, he
had written about travel, his life had been something like a lonely
planet journey without a guide, and now he might have a chance to
continue his wandering and wondering with some kind of blessing
from a profession that had placed few sprigs, at best, of praise upon
his head. He was adroit at semi-pity parties, but feelings were feelings.
Dr. Taller had taught him years ago that feelings had a capital “F.” Not
profound, but life wasn't always either. It would be a risky adventure
for him. He might discover that he didn't fit in, that he didn't belong
in the ancient precincts of learning. But, if so, learning that he didn't
belong might be a valuable piece of knowledge. And then there might
be a social benefit, as embarrassed as he was to admit it. He
remembered what his former and late father-in-law, Wall Street
lawyer, had told him: “Think Yiddish, speak British.”
He applied in the spring, forgot that he had applied, got a formal
letter of acceptance in mid-autumn from the College Secretary, and
found himself up a psychological gum tree: to go or not to go. After
flailing about in the upper canopy of mixed emotions for a few days,
he knew that he had to go. He had tried to impress too many people
with the prospect of a term on the Cam. It would be embarrassing to
turn it down. Wheels were turning, his tumbril was rolling.
So, he would leave Western New York in mid-April, still a cruel
month, as hard as it always was for him to leave his own nest,
unhousing himself, solo bird that he was, anxious always about
winging out alone into the world; but first he would have to pack no
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easy task for him, even as unpacking was a greater burden.
In leaving, he had to imagine the needs he would have in setting
up a temporary life; in returning, he had to find a place for additions to
his established domestic world. It unnerved him to wonder how many
pairs of socks he would need to take, to say nothing of his lap-top,
portable printer, variable sockets, and ink cartridges. And then, if he
returned with a new pair of argyles and some good used books, he
would face a different kind of small crisis. Living with inner
turbulence, he had imposed external order as a counter-balance. To
add or subtract from his material world (like the books in Pepys's
Magdalene College Library that he had read about) could throw him
into a nose-dive and tail-spin (he could do both at once, so versatile
was he at aerobic rumination).
He had to admit to himself in the wee hours, when his collection
of vintage Sinatra records encouraged him to tell the truth -- good
popular music could be as penetrating as T.S. Eliot -- that packing
was an ontological problem for him: imagining a new version of
reality on the voyage out, adjusting it on the return.
He had a fear of emptiness and short-fall on the way out and of
amplitude and excess on the boomerang. He could call it
ambivalence, obsession, micro-bi-polarity no matter, whatever he
called it, he had a hard time packing and unpacking. It was the deck of
cards he played with, and he never had been able to get rid of the
jokers.
If he wanted to be kind to himself, he could say that he was an
Emersonian of sorts, a minor cosmologist who always was trying to
find an exact fit between himself and his world: inner, outer, cosmic.
If he wanted to be hard, he could say that he was the son of a klutz, a
cloak and suiter, who either had cut too few or too many coats for
shipment to the Midwest.
Ludwig Fried's late father, Isadore, Izzy, had been in and out of
bankruptcy so many times that he was known as the Houdini of the
Garment Center, the phantom of Seventh Avenue. Izzy as a child
Ludwig had wondered, is he or isn't he in business now? never had
come to terms, so to speak, with Kansas. In lean time, he needed
Hutchinson; in flush times, the shmattes flew off the rack, and he then
didn't have to ship farther west than Elizabeth, New Jersey. Ship and
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return were the key terms of his father's life. Versions of the terms submit and reject, love and loss would become the coordinates of
Ludwig's life. And even when his father had packed and shipped the
right number of coats to Kansas and Iowa, sizes never were right: one
season, he mainly had size eights, the next, ten or twelve. It didn't
seem to matter to the Kansans and Iowans. But to Ludwig growing up,
it had been a kind of comic nightmare to imagine what Main Street in
Des Moines, say, looked like with every other person wearing an illfitting Isidore Fried and Sons, Inc., coat. Arms of coats, not coats of
arms, always looked too long or too short Dali in the heartland.
Maybe that's where his problem with packing had begun. For
him, having just the right number of Jockey briefs, was an existential
crisis with psychoanalytic reverberations. Eight size 40s, instead of ten
38s, could ruin a trip. Fact or symbol, or both, he had had a hard life
packing and unpacking. When it came to anxiety, he double-dipped.
Packing was a preface to travel, and like the Preface to his long
forgotten dissertation on Henry James (“The Loss of Loss: An End to
Emptiness”), it had been almost impossible to get to the first sentence
of the first chapter.
It made sense, in the way that things made sense to Ludwig, that
he would be going to Cambridge where Wordsworth, he recalled, had
been in residence 1787-1791 at St. John's College. As a master of
prefaces, preludes, and a garden variety of delays, Ludwig might feel,
upon arrival, that he belonged, to some extent, in the ancient citadel
of learning where the seeds of Wordsworth's Prelude had been sown.
He lived in a world of “some extents” and “sort ofs” and “kind ofs,” but
that was his MO.
But finally he had packed, called a taxi, flown on Jet Blue to JFK,
and now waited for a Delta flight to Gatwick. Slumped in a seat,
waiting to board at Gate 39, reading The New Yorker, clutching his
carry-on, tie raked to one side, pens and notebooks stuffed in his
pockets, he would have been taken to be just another shlump. If so, he
was a shlump with a mission: now retired, harder to do even than
packing or unpacking, he was going to Cambridge to find out, maybe,
belatedly, who he had been and was.
After the Prelude
Jet-lagged, he had spent most of the bus trip from Gatwick through
Cambridgeshire, gazing at the vivid mustard colored rape-seed fields.
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They were so vibrant, at least in his semi-daze, that Van Gogh, poor
kid, would have cut off his other ear. When the bus left him off at
Parker's Piece, where white-clad Indian students were playing cricket
and bare-midriffed girls in ethnic blouses lolled at their pleasure,
Ludwig thought he had been dumped at the cross-road of Telegraph
Avenue and Eton College in 1854. He didn't feel so much jet-lagged
as he did set down in another time and place. No reader of science
fiction, he thought for a moment that H.G. Wells might be a realist.
But then he saw the spires of the old colleges rising in the near distance
over the town he recognized them from a print that hung over his
writing desk
in his suburban “cot” and he knew that he was in the right place, even
if it was or turned out to be the wrong place for him , ying and yang,
Scott Fiztgerald's Mr. In and Mr. Out all at once.
As he rolled his luggage towards a taxi rank, feeling at once like
Willy Loman and Sisyphus, an odd duo, he was puzzled for a second
why no one seemed to notice the load his was hauling, why no one
shouted “Greenhorn” at him. To the outside world, if it was looking
and paying any attention, he was just another shlump who had been
dumped at Parker's Piece, just as he felt for the moment as if he just
had landed at Ellis Island-UK in 1906. But he knew that he would feel
in a few days like an ordinary human being once he had unpacked and
gotten more or less settled in whatever college accommodation St.
Botolph's had reserved for him.
As his taxi, looking more like a Rolls Royce than a Yellow Cab,
drove away from Parker's Piece, the driver, cordial, but impassive and
silent, Ludwig recalled the opening lines of Wordsworth's Cambridge
section in The Prelude:
It was a dreary morning when the wheels
Rolled over a wide plain o'erhung with clouds,
And nothing cheered our way till first we saw
The longroofed chapel of King's College lift
Turrets and pinnacles in answering files,
Extended high above a dusky grove.
It was half-true for him. The hackney was rolling; he could see
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what he understood a few days later was the roof of King's College
Chapel where Sir Vivian Fuchs (he learned even later), Antarctic
explorer, had scaled the roofs as an undergraduate in the Roaring 20's;
but little cheered his way as he felt out of place and time. But it wasn't
dreary. It was a brilliant early afternoon, cloudless and Wedgewood
blue. And there was no dusky grove, though he would stumble upon
many grove-like places in the days and weeks to come, including The
Orchards in Grantchester where Rupert Brooke had launched his
career and made punting fashionable, to say nothing of skinnydipping and the Full Monty.
The poem was a bag of mixed truth for him. A casual observer in
Market Square, where Ludwig came to spend many hours looking at
used book and antique stalls, would have thought that he looked
morel like Ben-Gurion, with his
puffy hair, than he did Rupert Brooke.
He felt at sea on land, but he had three immediate missions in
mind: to visit the Samuel Pepys Library at Magdalene College, the
Wren Library at Trinity College, and Wordsworth's rooms at St.
John's. These missions, products of a lifetime's teaching and literary
fantasy, would be his anchors until the waters calmed.
And this turned out to be true. As soon as he had unpacked, set up
his laptop, got his digestive system in order and put his socks in neat
rows in his room with en suite bathroom in the Sir Vivian Fuchs
House (what he came to think of as his boutique prison), he made his
way to Magdalene College on the one spring evening a month when
the Pepys Library was open from 8-10 p.m.
He hoped to meet a Fellow or two there (especially one with a lowcut academic gown) after they had finished with High Table and
drinks in the Combination Room from whom he could learn some of
the manners and mores of Cambridge college life, not least when to
wear an academic gown and where he could rent one. The
Combination Room, whatever it was, seemed a possible antidote to
the alienated halls of his old university.
In some sense, he would be walking into his past. He had read
about the Combination Room, for instance, in a biography of T.S.
Eliot, O.M., Honorary Fellow (1939) whose portrait by P. Wyndham
Lewis (1949), the last he completed before going blind, hung in the
stripped-pine room. He couldn't forgive Eliot his “the Jew squats on
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the window sill, the owner,/Spawned in some estaminet of Antwerp,”
but he had to acknowledge the poet's tainted genius.
He had written in “Burnt Norton” (not the anthology), in Fried's
opinion, the truest line of the 20th century, “Human kind /cannot
bear very much reality,” along with Orwell's “The object of power is
power” in Ninety-Eighty Four. These were two of the intellectual
poles between which Ludwig Fried bounced back and forth like a
ping-pong ball or one of the antique pendulums he had seen in the
Whipple Museum on Free School Lane.
There were many odd things in the Whipple: orreries, astrolabes,
and compasses. He supposed, in fact, that he was one of the odd
things, but it made no sense to muse upon the past longitudes and
latitudes of his life. If life had whippled him, to some extent, up this
point, this was his point of departure. He would go forward as Sir
Vivian had during the Trans-Antarctic Expedition of 1957 once he
had departed Shackleton Base on Filchner Ice Shelf.
Odd: 1957-58 was the year of Ludwig's own wanderjahre, if that's
what a sort of wandering Jew called his travels in Europe, and it was
the year when he had read “The Waste Land” and been intrigued by
Eliot's reference to Shackelton, “Who is the third who always walks
beside you?” Was this an oblique reference to Abbot and Costello,
“Who's on third?”
After all, Eliot and Groucho had written to one another, and, the
aged eagle, perhaps reformed, had written to Groucho: “I envy you
going to Israel and I wish I could go there too if the winter climate is
good as I have a keen admiration for that country. “ The exchange of
letters between Eliot and Groucho gave him hope that it might be
possible to connect the poles of his life. Like most men, he craved
fusion and union.
Ludwig hoped this was true as he stood in Magdalene's Second
Court in front of the Pepys Library. Abbot and Costello was the one
comedy act that could give his late father real pleasure and lift him
above what he now understood were the traumas of bankruptcy, no
laughing matter. It was a perfect early May evening, and he had only
five minutes to wait before he could visit the library of the raunchy
diarist with whom he had more than a few things on common. He
took several gulps of the aromatic air that wafted from the Fellow's
Garden. Several quaffs, and his shnozzola was as clean as a whistle.
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The lights came on in the second story of the library at 7:59 p.m.
Whoever was running the place wasn't wasting any money on
electricity. Ludwig creaked his way up the ancient planks of the
narrow staircase, the same planks that would have been ancient if and
when T. S. Eliot had creaked up them. At the top of the stairway, he
could make out in a dim light the miniature sign, Book Antiqua font,
if he wasn't mistaken, on the door to the Pepys Library: Open 8-10
p.m. Third Wednesday of the Month, Save During Examination
Period and Academic Calendar Holidays. A. Edward Newton,
C.B.E., Librarian; B.B. Cretien, Assistant Librarian. Ludwig
cautiously opened the door, not sure that it would open and wary of
pulling the door off its venerable jambs. But it opened easily, and he
found himself in a small alcove where a leather-bound registry book
lay open on a well-polished teak table. As he wrote his name, he could
hear the scratch of his Mont Blanc pen, sole surviving Bar Mitzvah
present, on the paper. There was no other sound, and he wondered if
he was alone among the expected treasures.
Then a tall and thin woman in her mid-thirties, with bobbed-hair
that gave her a cloistered appearance (it makes sense, he thought),
came out of a hidden door off the alcove.
“Welcome to the Pepys Library,” she said, “I am here to answer
bibliographic and textual questions.”
“That's good to hear,” Ludwig said, “I doubtless shall have a few,”
though, in truth, he was interested in the moody atmosphere, not
textual matters. He often heard the melody of Duke Ellington's
“Mood Indigo” in his inner ear in these settings. But he knew, sizing
her up (a perfect 8, embroidered shift, cloisonne pendant, flattened
bosom), that he better keep his deadpan game-face and ask only, if it
would be possible for him, research-oriented questions. Research.
That was the name of the game, he had understood quickly, for most
Cantabrigians.
He took a slow tour of the room and noticed that the books were
arranged by height, not alphabetically. He turned to Miss (he assumed
not Ms.) Cretien, “I see that they're arranged by height. That's odd.”
“Yes,” she said, “that was a term of the legacy. We don't ask why.”
“I see,” he said, not seeing.
“May I see his diary?” he asked.
“Center-case.”
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He moved towards it. She followed, a step behind. As he pored over
Pepys's coded script, as opaque to him as Hebrew, he noticed a slender,
shabbily elegant man glide toward a Queen Anne writing table. He
looked like a former RAF pilot. He set a sheaf of paper on it and then
glided away. He assumed it was the librarian's, but he didn't ask. It
wasn't a research question. He drifted slowly towards the writing
table. Miss Cretien followed, a half-step behind. He glimpsed at the
sheaf and could see that the wraithlike man had mastered a perfect
quattrocento handwriting.
“He has a beautiful handwriting,” he blurted out.
“Yes, he does,” she said at once breathy and impassive with a touch of
shyness at the edge.
Then, in the grips of muted curiosity, he asked her, “How's your
handwriting?”
She stepped back, momentarily panicked, lowered her eyes, and said
icily,
“What a personal question!”, she gasped, clutching her Spanish lace
camisole that held flat and almost concealed a surprisingly ample pair
of knockers, or “bosom,” as she would have said.
“How vulgar!”
Ludwig felt admonished, rebuked, and embarrassed by his need to
know the details, usually trivial and boring, of other people's lives. At
the same time, he felt a surge of anger towards Miss Cretien. Here he
was, the only visitant, a lover of historical enclaves and archives,
among other hidden precincts, and she had had a virtually hysterical
response to his modest question. Was possible that there was a
seething cauldron of desire below the tip of the iceberg of her bodice.
When was the last time someone wanted to know something about
you, you dried prune, he wanted to scream. He had an impulse to tear
off her bodice, leaving her standing stark naked and panting. But he
said nothing and then felt an intense pain in his abdomen, so severe
that he barely could stand up.
He recalled, years ago, running into his department Chair in
Wellfleet one summer and sliding down a dune, so unsteady had his
legs become. He had fallen, legs splayed, in a hollow where a pride of
Manhattan psychoanalysts were sun-bathing nude, “Some slip,” one
of them said.
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“Well, I shall go,” he said, with muted resentment, “but I'll doubtless
come back again,” he said to the librarian.
“I can't stop you, sir, we're open to the public one night a month,”
she said.
“I know that, he said, “I read your pigmy sign with my magnifying
lens.”
Stooped, he creaked down the staircase. When he stepped onto the
virtually dry-cleaned lawn of the Second Court, he tripped, a real
klutz, over a “Please Keep Off The Lawn” sign. He heard student
laughter coming from the First Court. He wasn't confident that he
could make it past the Porter's Lodge without stumbling and making
a fool of himself, giving Miss Cretien another chance to think that he
was a vulgar American.
There he was, a lover of the secretly bold Pepys who had hidden his
private life in a coded diary, lying, cramped, bowels roiling, doubledover, on the lawn looking at the warm glow coming from the
Combination Room. He had the distinct impression that T.S. Eliot
was looking at him through the leaded-glass window, muttering:
But this or such was Fried's way:
A saggy bending of the knees
And elbows , with the palms turned out,
Buffalo Semite Czechoslovakia.
At least it wasn't Fitzgerald's “gesticulating little Jew.” But, then he
remembered the letter to Groucho, and he thought that Eliot was
himself making gestures for him to move towards the pendant wisteria
blossoms that covered the pergola at the side of the court near the
Fellows' Garden. He began to crawl. Student voices were now louder.
Just in the nick of time, he crawled under some of the lower vines and
stretched out in the aromatic shadows where he could kvetch to his
heart's discontent. As the gaggle of gowned students walked past him,
he looked up again at the window above the Buttery, and he thought
he saw a faint smile on Eliot's face, as if he were saying, “That was
some pratt-fall, Ludwig, have you thought of going into vaudeville? I
can introduce you to Groucho.”
Safely concealed, at least for the moment, he stretched out and,
peeking through the blossoms, iridescent in the moonlight, felt
strangely at peace. Ludwig had confronted Miss Cretien with the
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burden, however indirectly presented, of his noisy New York-self, the
lip of the post-immigrant volcano that spewed questions,
uncertainties, and confused social ambition.
She had seen, if anything, only Ben-Gurion-like puffs of smoke
over his ears, but she had sensed, possibly, the deep heat of his desire to
conquer her and what she stood for. It must have seemed monstrous
and beastly to her, so she had shelved it, though not among Pepys's
books, a static and steady state collection to which no tome could be
added or subtracted, the Newtonian equivalent of the conservation of
energy. After all, they had been contemporaries more or less. Two
Cambridge men. It was clear to Ludwig, as he looked at the pellucid
moon, that he was -- though in Cambridge, a resident for a while of Sir
Vivian's Penguin Palace, as it was known to the denizen's of St.
Botolph's something like an exile in Cambridge. Born into several
kinds of confusion -- Washington Heights, lower depths of his
father's bankruptcies; one mental toe in Europe, eager for
assimilation; artistic by nature, academic by income; at once an
explorer and xenophobic he had been a diver in the psychological
deep, a kraken and kvetcher.
Miss Cretien, whose lineage probably went back to the Norman
invasion, where his went back to an invasion of men named
Norman, some from Rembrandt's era in Holland, would not have
been able to understand any of this, he assumed. To her, it was, as it
were, the invasion of a grandson of a Czech village, child of New York.
He had invaded her vacuum-packed world, and she had been afraid
that, if he penetrated it, he would let all the air out and fill her lungs
with alien gusts. Too bad for her, he thought, as he pressed his
snozzola to a lush blossom and took a deep breath. Without knowing
it, she had done him a mtzvah. There were 613 of them in the Torah,
but she had added one, stealing a line from a minor writer who
deserved more recognition (Ludwig Fried!): “I squelch, therefore I
belch.” If there were general truths, this was one of them.
As he lay, embosomed in the blossoms, he felt a sense of gratitude for
Miss Cretien. She had taught him something about Emerson's “Not
me.” He was, in many ways, a stranger in her world, an exile of sorts, as
he had been an outsider in the academic world, as much as he lived
through books in his teaching and writing.
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The key word was D. H. Lawrence's LIFE. No word was more
intimidating to his colleagues. He was sure about this because he had
lived half in the shadows himself. Ludwig had been tempted to spraypaint FEAR on their office doors, but ten years of therapy in the
1960's had taught him not to act on every impulse. He had been a
slow learner, but he could learn, a late bloomer, but no shrinking
violet at the end of the day.
Now he was composed and self-confident. He knew what his
journey in Cambridge would be like. He would pay homage to the
worthies, but he knew now that he was a “spy in their country,” as
Hem had said. He didn't want “association with glittering things and
people he wanted the glittering things themselves.” Poor Scott he
had been right about so many things. He would find out who he was
and who he wasn't. A night with Miss Cretien would print out the
DNA of their identities for both of them, but it would be easier to
crack the safes at Fort Knox. He needed a simpler beginning. He
would visit the Wren Library at Trinity College and stand before the
portrait of Sir Arthur Balfour who had made a “national home” for
Jews possible, though neither he nor Balfour spoke Hebrew. Izzy had
taught him about Hebrew National salami, but not Zionism. Poverty
had made his father an unaffiliated man. And then there was
Wordsworth's old
room at St. John's. If he could get into Miss Cretien's knickers there,
that would be double identity-dipping. These were only fugitive
fancies of a spring night at this point, but he was reassured by them.
He stood up, made sure he was steady on his Dr. Martens Air Cushion,
and brushed some lavender petals off his seersucker jacket. Then he
stepped confidently into the moonlight, convinced that a passing
group of undergraduates would take him to be another wandering
Fellow in search of the truth. And he was, of course, but in ways they
wouldn't understand, at least not now, at least not for a while, not
until they had lived. As he walked along the unlighted part of Trinity
Street past St. John's College, he thought of Bogie at the end of
Casablanca and how confident he had looked because he had a
mission. Well, he had one, too: he would look for connections
between his past and present in time and space that would make
Cambridge just another oasis of learning. When he returned to the
grounds of St. Botolph's, a sudden whirl of wind was propelling the
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weathervane on top of Sir Vivian's house, first in one direction, then
another. Ludwig, like the wind, didn't quite know in which direction
he would be going during his stay at St. Botolph's: two divergent ways
at once, it seemed. He thought of an essay he might write, “Two Roads
Converged in a Yellow Wood.” Sir Viv, as he had come to call him,
had brought the relic back from the South Pole. Ludwig knew he
suffered in comparison with Sir Viv, a truly heroic explorer -- he was,
at best, a prober of inner polarities. But he could do worse. Here he
was in one of the centers of civilized world. Out of place in many ways,
yes, but at home at the same time. He felt a sense of gratitude towards
Miss Cretien whose goyish decorum had cracked open his psyche like
one of Freud's Viennese egos on the half-shell (or was it shell-game?,
he now wondered) He would return to the library one evening and
find a way to thank her. Maybe they could turn a page together. Or
chant a roundelay together. They could meet in a fen between a waste
land and the borscht belt. He wasn't quite sure of what.
An
opportunity had presented itself a few months ago when he saw an ad
in The New York Review of Books. He had been surfing the personal
ads looking for a woman, a Tolstoy scholar with a lithe body, who
looked like a long-stem American rose when he came across an
announcement to spend an Easter Term in Cambridge: "St.
Botolph's College of Cambridge University, established 1616,
welcomes international academic visitors, public intellectuals, and
writers, especially travel writers, to spend the Easter Term in
residence." As a child of the Jewish Bronx, he knew from nothing
about St. Botolph, but it was a mitzvah nonetheless, and, if admitted,
it would be a dream deferred, given his semi-Anglophilia. He had
traveled, he had written about travel, his life had been something like a
lonely planet journey without a guide, and now he might have a
chance to continue his wandering and wondering with some kind of
blessing from a profession that had placed few sprigs, at best, of praise
upon his head. He was adroit at semi-pity parties, but feelings were
feelings.
Dr. Taller had taught him years ago that feelings had a capital “F.” Not
profound, but life wasn't always either. It would be a risky adventure
for him. He might discover that he didn't fit in, that he didn't belong
in the ancient precincts of learning. But, if so, learning that he didn't
belong might be a valuable piece of knowledge. And then there might
be a social benefit, as embarrassed as he was to admit it. He
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remembered what his former and late father-in-law, Wall Street
lawyer, had told him: “Think Yiddish, speak British.”
He applied in the spring, forgot that he had applied, got a formal
letter of acceptance in mid-autumn from the College Secretary, and
found himself up a psychological gum tree: to go or not to go. After
flailing about in the upper canopy of mixed emotions for a few days,
he knew that he had to go. He had tried to impress too many people
with the prospect of a term on the Cam. It would be embarrassing to
turn it down. Wheels were turning, his tumbril was rolling. So, he
would leave Western New York in mid-April, still a cruel month, as
hard as it always was for him to leave his own nest, unhousing himself,
solo bird that he was, anxious always about winging out alone into the
world; but first he would have to pack no easy task for him, even as
unpacking was a greater burden. In leaving, he had to imagine the
needs he would have in setting up a temporary life; in returning, he
had to find a place for additions to his established domestic world. It
unnerved him to wonder how many pairs of socks he would need to
take, to say nothing of his lap-top, portable printer, variable sockets,
and ink cartridges. And then, if he returned with a new pair of argyles
and some good used books, he would face a different kind of small
crisis. Living with inner turbulence, he had imposed external order as
a counter-balance. To add or subtract from his material world (like the
books in Pepys's Magdalene College Library that he had read about)
could throw him into a nose-dive and tail-spin (he could do both at
once, so versatile was he at aerobic rumination). He had to admit to
himself in the wee hours, when his collection of vintage Sinatra
records encouraged him to tell the truth -- good popular music could
be as penetrating as T.S. Eliot -- that packing was an ontological
problem for him: imagining a new version of reality on the voyage out,
adjusting it on the return. He had a fear of emptiness and short-fall
on the way out and of amplitude and excess on the boomerang. He
could call it ambivalence, obsession, micro-bi-polarity no matter,
whatever he called it, he had a hard time packing and unpacking. It
was the deck of cards he played with, and he never had been able to get
rid of the jokers. If he wanted to be kind to himself, he could say that
he was an Emersonian of sorts, a minor cosmologist who always was
trying to find an exact fit between himself and his world: inner, outer,
cosmic. If he wanted to be hard, he could say that he was the son of a
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klutz, a cloak and suiter, who either had cut too few or too many coats
for shipment to the Midwest.
Ludwig Fried's late father, Isadore, Izzy, had been in and out of
bankruptcy so many times that he was known as the Houdini of the
Garment Center, the phantom of Seventh Avenue. Izzy as a child
Ludwig had wondered, is he or isn't he in business now? never had
come to terms, so to speak, with Kansas. In lean time, he needed
Hutchinson; in flush times, the shmattes flew off the rack, and he then
didn't have to ship farther west than Elizabeth, New Jersey. Ship and
return were the key terms of his father's life. Versions of the terms submit and reject, love and loss would become the coordinates of
Ludwig's life. And even when his father had packed and shipped the
right number of coats to Kansas and Iowa, sizes never were right: one
season, he mainly had size eights, the next, ten or twelve. It didn't
seem to matter to the Kansans and Iowans. But to Ludwig growing up,
it had been a kind of comic nightmare to imagine what Main Street in
Des Moines, say, looked like with every other person wearing an illfitting Isidore Fried and Sons, Inc., coat. Arms of coats, not coats of
arms, always looked too long or too short Dali in the heartland.
Maybe that's where his problem with packing had begun. For him,
having just the right number of Jockey briefs, was an existential crisis
with psychoanalytic reverberations. Eight size 40s, instead of ten 38s,
could ruin a trip. Fact or symbol, or both, he had had a hard life
packing and unpacking. When it came to anxiety, he double-dipped.
Packing was a preface to travel, and like the Preface to his long
forgotten dissertation on Henry James (“The Loss of Loss: An End to
Emptiness”), it had been almost impossible to get to the first sentence
of the first chapter. It made sense, in the way that things made sense to
Ludwig, that he would be going to Cambridge where Wordsworth, he
recalled, had been in residence 1787-1791 at St. John's College. As a
master of prefaces, preludes, and a garden variety of delays, Ludwig
might feel, upon arrival, that he belonged, to some extent, in the
ancient citadel of learning where the seeds of Wordsworth's Prelude
had been sown. He lived in a world of “some extents” and “sort ofs”
and “kind ofs,” but that was his MO. But finally he had packed,
called a taxi, flown on Jet Blue to JFK, and now waited for a Delta
flight to Gatwick. Slumped in a seat, waiting to board at Gate 39,
reading The New Yorker, clutching his carry-on, tie raked to one side,
pens and notebooks stuffed in his pockets, he would have been taken
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to be just another shlump. If so, he was a shlump with a mission: now
retired, harder to do even than packing or unpacking, he was going to
Cambridge to find out, maybe, belatedly, who he had been and was.
After the Prelude
Jet-lagged, he had spent most of the bus trip from Gatwick
through Cambridgeshire, gazing at the vivid mustard colored rapeseed fields. They were so vibrant, at least in his semi-daze, that Van
Gogh, poor kid, would have cut off his other ear. When the bus left
him off at Parker's Piece, where white-clad Indian students were
playing cricket and bare-midriffed girls in ethnic blouses lolled at their
pleasure, Ludwig thought he had been dumped at the cross-road of
Telegraph Avenue and Eton College in 1854. He didn't feel so much
jet-lagged as he did set down in another time and place. No reader of
science fiction, he thought for a moment that H.G. Wells might be a
realist. But then he saw the spires of the old colleges rising in the near
distance over the town he recognized them from a print that hung
over his writing desk in his suburban “cot” and he knew that he was
in the right place, even if it was or turned out to be the wrong place for
him , ying and yang, Scott Fiztgerald's Mr. In and Mr. Out all at once.
As he rolled his luggage towards a taxi rank, feeling at once like Willy
Loman and Sisyphus, an odd duo, he was puzzled for a second why no
one seemed to notice the load his was hauling, why no one shouted
“Greenhorn” at him. To the outside world, if it was looking and
paying any attention, he was just another shlump who had been
dumped at Parker's Piece, just as he felt for the moment as if he just
had landed at Ellis Island-UK in 1906. But he knew that he would feel
in a few days like an ordinary human being once he had unpacked
and gotten more or less settled in whatever college accommodation
St. Botolph's had reserved for him. As his taxi, looking more like a
Rolls Royce than a Yellow Cab, drove away from Parker's Piece, the
driver, cordial, but impassive and silent, Ludwig recalled the opening
lines of Wordsworth's Cambridge section in The Prelude:
It was a dreary morning when the wheels
Rolled over a wide plain o'erhung with clouds,
And nothing cheered our way till first we saw
The longroofed chapel of King's College lift
Turrets and pinnacles in answering files,
Extended high above a dusky grove.
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It was half-true for him. The hackney was rolling; he could see
what he understood a few days later was the roof of King's College
Chapel where Sir Vivian Fuchs (he learned even later), Antarctic
explorer, had scaled the roofs as an undergraduate in the Roaring 20's;
but little cheered his way as he felt out of place and time. But it wasn't
dreary. It was a brilliant early afternoon, cloudless and Wedgewood
blue. And there was no dusky grove, though he would stumble upon
many grove-like places in the days and weeks to come, including The
Orchards in Grantchester where Rupert Brooke had launched his
career and made punting fashionable, to say nothing of skinnydipping and the Full Monty.
The poem was a bag of mixed truth for him. A casual observer in
Market Square, where Ludwig came to spend many hours looking at
used book and antique stalls, would have thought that he looked
morel like Ben-Gurion, with his puffy hair, than he did Rupert
Brooke. He felt at sea on land, but he had three immediate missions
in mind: to visit the Samuel Pepys Library at Magdalene College, the
Wren Library at Trinity College, and Wordsworth's rooms at St.
John's. These missions, products of a lifetime's teaching and literary
fantasy, would be his anchors until the waters calmed. And this
turned out to be true. As soon as he had unpacked, set up his laptop,
got his digestive system in order and put his socks in neat rows in his
room with en suite bathroom in the Sir Vivian Fuchs House (what he
came to think of as his boutique prison), he made his way to
Magdalene College on the one spring evening a month when the
Pepys Library was open from 8-10 p.m. He hoped to meet a Fellow
or two there (especially one with a low-cut academic gown) after they
had finished with High Table and drinks in the Combination Room
from whom he could learn some of the manners and mores of
Cambridge college life, not least when to wear an academic gown and
where he could rent one. The Combination Room, whatever it was,
seemed a possible antidote to the alienated halls of his old university.
In some sense, he would be walking into his past. He had read
about the Combination Room, for instance, in a biography of T.S.
Eliot, O.M., Honorary Fellow (1939) whose portrait by P. Wyndham
Lewis (1949), the last he completed before going blind, hung in the
stripped-pine room. He couldn't forgive Eliot his “the Jew squats on
the window sill, the owner,/Spawned in some estaminet of Antwerp,”
but he had to acknowledge the poet's tainted genius. He had written
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in “Burnt Norton” (not the anthology), in Fried's opinion, the truest
line of the 20th century, “Human kind /cannot bear very much
reality,” along with Orwell's “The object of power is power” in
Ninety-Eighty Four. These were two of the intellectual poles between
which Ludwig Fried bounced back and forth like a ping-pong ball or
one of the antique pendulums he had seen in the Whipple Museum
on Free School Lane.
There were many odd things in the Whipple: orreries, astrolabes,
and compasses. He supposed, in fact, that he was one of the odd
things, but it made no sense to muse upon the past longitudes and
latitudes of his life. If life had whippled him, to some extent, up this
point, this was his point of departure. He would go forward as Sir
Vivian had during the Trans-Antarctic Expedition of 1957 once he
had departed Shackleton Base on Filchner Ice Shelf. Odd: 1957-58
was the year of Ludwig's own wanderjahre, if that's what a sort of
wandering Jew called his travels in Europe, and it was the year when he
had read “The Waste Land” and been intrigued by Eliot's reference to
Shackelton, “Who is the third who always walks beside you?” Was this
an oblique reference to Abbot and Costello, “Who's on third?” After
all, Eliot and Groucho had written to one another, and, the aged eagle,
perhaps reformed, had written to Groucho: “I envy you going to Israel
and I wish I could go there too if the winter climate is good as I have a
keen admiration for that country. “ The exchange of letters between
Eliot and Groucho gave him hope that it might be possible to connect
the poles of his life. Like most men, he craved fusion and union.
Ludwig hoped this was true as he stood in Magdalene's Second
Court in front of the Pepys Library. Abbot and Costello was the one
comedy act that could give his late father real pleasure and lift him
above what he now understood were the traumas of bankruptcy, no
laughing matter. It was a perfect early May evening, and he had only
five minutes to wait before he could visit the library of the raunchy
diarist with whom he had more than a few things on common. He
took several gulps of the aromatic air that wafted from the Fellow's
Garden. Several quaffs, and his shnozzola was as clean as a whistle.
The lights came on in the second story of the library at 7:59 p.m.
Whoever was running the place wasn't wasting any money on
electricity. Ludwig creaked his way up the ancient planks of the
narrow staircase, the same planks that would have been ancient if and
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when T. S. Eliot had creaked up them. At the top of the stairway, he
could make out in a dim light the miniature sign, Book Antiqua font,
if he wasn't mistaken, on the door to the Pepys Library: Open 8-10
p.m. Third Wednesday of the Month, Save During Examination
Period and Academic Calendar Holidays. A. Edward Newton,
C.B.E., Librarian; B.B. Cretien, Assistant Librarian. Ludwig
cautiously opened the door, not sure that it would open and wary of
pulling the door off its venerable jambs. But it opened easily, and he
found himself in a small alcove where a leather-bound registry book
lay open on a well-polished teak table. As he wrote his name, he could
hear the scratch of his Mont Blanc pen, sole surviving Bar Mitzvah
present, on the paper. There was no other sound, and he wondered if
he was alone among the expected treasures. Then a tall and thin
woman in her mid-thirties, with bobbed-hair that gave her a cloistered
appearance (it makes sense, he thought), came out of a hidden door
off the alcove.
“Welcome to the Pepys Library,” she said, “I am here to answer
bibliographic and textual questions.”
“That's good to hear,” Ludwig said, “I doubtless shall have a few,”
though, in truth, he was interested in the moody atmosphere, not
textual matters. He often heard the melody of Duke Ellington's
“Mood Indigo” in his inner ear in these settings. But he knew, sizing
her up (a perfect 8, embroidered shift, cloisonne pendant, flattened
bosom), that he better keep his deadpan game-face and ask only, if it
would be possible for him, research-oriented questions. Research.
That was the name of the game, he had understood quickly, for most
Cantabrigians. He took a slow tour of the room and noticed that the
books were arranged by height, not alphabetically. He turned to Miss
(he assumed not Ms.) Cretien, “I see that they're arranged by height.
That's odd.”
“Yes,” she said, “that was a term of the legacy. We don't ask why.”
“I see,” he said, not seeing.
“May I see his diary?” he asked.
“Center-case.”
He moved towards it. She followed, a step behind. As he pored
over Pepys's coded script, as opaque to him as Hebrew, he noticed a
slender, shabbily elegant man glide toward a Queen Anne writing
table. He looked like a former RAF pilot. He set a sheaf of paper on it
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and then glided away. He assumed it was the librarian's, but he didn't
ask. It wasn't a research question. He drifted slowly towards the
writing table. Miss Cretien followed, a half-step behind. He glimpsed
at the sheaf and could see that the wraithlike man had mastered a
perfect quattrocento handwriting.
“He has a beautiful handwriting,” he blurted out.
“Yes, he does,” she said at once breathy and impassive with a touch of
shyness at the edge.
Then, in the grips of muted curiosity, he asked her, “How's your
handwriting?”
She stepped back, momentarily panicked, lowered her eyes, and said
icily,
“What a personal question!”, she gasped, clutching her Spanish
lace camisole that held flat and almost concealed a surprisingly ample
pair of knockers, or “bosom,” as she would have said. “How vulgar!”
Ludwig felt admonished, rebuked, and embarrassed by his need
to know the details, usually trivial and boring, of other people's lives.
At the same time, he felt a surge of anger towards Miss Cretien. Here
he was, the only visitant, a lover of historical enclaves and archives,
among other hidden precincts, and she had had a virtually hysterical
response to his modest question. Was possible that there was a
seething cauldron of desire below the tip of the iceberg of her bodice.
When was the last time someone wanted to know something about
you, you dried prune, he wanted to scream. He had an impulse to tear
off her bodice, leaving her standing stark naked and panting. But he
said nothing and then felt an intense pain in his abdomen, so severe
that he barely could stand up.
He recalled, years ago, running into his department Chair in
Wellfleet one summer and sliding down a dune, so unsteady had his
legs become. He had fallen, legs splayed, in a hollow where a pride of
Manhattan psychoanalysts were sun-bathing nude, “Some slip,” one
of them said.
“Well, I shall go,” he said, with muted resentment, “but I'll doubtless
come back again,” he said to the librarian.
“I can't stop you, sir, we're open to the public one night a month,”
she said.
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“I know that, he said, “I read your pigmy sign with my magnifying
lens.”
Stooped, he creaked down the staircase. When he stepped onto
the virtually dry-cleaned lawn of the Second Court, he tripped, a real
klutz, over a “Please Keep Off The Lawn” sign. He heard student
laughter coming from the First Court. He wasn't confident that he
could make it past the Porter's Lodge without stumbling and making
a fool of himself, giving Miss Cretien another chance to think that he
was a vulgar American.
There he was, a lover of the secretly bold Pepys who had hidden
his private life in a coded diary, lying, cramped, bowels roiling,
doubled-over, on the lawn looking at the warm glow coming from the
Combination Room. He had the distinct impression that T.S. Eliot
was looking at him through the leaded-glass window, muttering:
But this or such was Fried's way:
A saggy bending of the knees
And elbows , with the palms turned out,
Buffalo Semite Czechoslovakia.
At least it wasn't Fitzgerald's “gesticulating little Jew.” But, then
he remembered the letter to Groucho, and he thought that Eliot was
himself making gestures for him to move towards the pendant wisteria
blossoms that covered the pergola at the side of the court near the
Fellows' Garden. He began to crawl. Student voices were now louder.
Just in the nick of time, he crawled under some of the lower vines and
stretched out in the aromatic shadows where he could kvetch to his
heart's discontent. As the gaggle of gowned students walked past him,
he looked up again at the window above the Buttery, and he thought
he saw a faint smile on Eliot's face, as if he were saying, “That was
some pratt-fall, Ludwig, have you thought of going into vaudeville? I
can introduce you to Groucho.” Safely concealed, at least for the
moment, he stretched out and, peeking through the blossoms,
iridescent in the moonlight, felt strangely at peace. Ludwig had
confronted Miss Cretien with the burden, however indirectly
presented, of his noisy New York-self, the lip of the post-immigrant
volcano that spewed questions, uncertainties, and confused social
ambition. She had seen, if anything, only Ben-Gurion-like puffs of
smoke over his ears, but she had sensed, possibly, the deep heat of his
desire to conquer her and what she stood for. It must have seemed
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monstrous and beastly to her, so she had shelved it, though not among
Pepys's books, a static and steady state collection to which no tome
could be added or subtracted, the Newtonian equivalent of the
conservation of energy. After all, they had been contemporaries more
or less. Two Cambridge men. It was clear to Ludwig, as he looked at
the pellucid moon, that he was -- though in Cambridge, a resident for
a while of Sir Vivian's Penguin Palace, as it was known to the
denizen's of St. Botolph's something like an exile in Cambridge. Born
into several kinds of confusion -- Washington Heights, lower depths
of his father's bankruptcies; one mental toe in Europe, eager for
assimilation; artistic by nature, academic by income; at once an
explorer and xenophobic he had been a diver in the psychological
deep, a kraken and kvetcher. Miss Cretien, whose lineage probably
went back to the Norman invasion, where his went back to an
invasion of men named Norman, some from Rembrandt's era in
Holland, would not have been able to understand any of this, he
assumed. To her, it was, as it were, the invasion of a grandson of a
Czech village, child of New York. He had invaded her vacuum-packed
world, and she had been afraid that, if he penetrated it, he would let all
the air out and fill her lungs with alien gusts. Too bad for her, he
thought, as he pressed his snozzola to a lush blossom and took a deep
breath. Without knowing it, she had done him a mtzvah. There were
613 of them in the Torah, but she had added one, stealing a line from a
minor writer who deserved more recognition (Ludwig Fried!): “I
squelch, therefore I belch.” If there were general truths, this was one
of them. As he lay, embosomed in the blossoms, he felt a sense of
gratitude for Miss Cretien. She had taught him something about
Emerson's “Not me.” He was, in many ways, a stranger in her world,
an exile of sorts, as he had been an outsider in the academic world, as
much as he lived through books in his teaching and writing.
The key word was D. H. Lawrence's LIFE. No word was more
intimidating to his colleagues. He was sure about this because he had
lived half in the shadows himself. Ludwig had been tempted to spraypaint FEAR on their office doors, but ten years of therapy in the
1960's had taught him not to act on every impulse. He had been a
slow learner, but he could learn, a late bloomer, but no shrinking
violet at the end of the day. Now he was composed and self-confident.
He knew what his journey in Cambridge would be like. He would pay
homage to the worthies, but he knew now that he was a “spy in their
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country,” as Hem had said. He didn't want “association with glittering
things and people he wanted the glittering things themselves.” Poor
Scott he had been right about so many things. He would find out who
he was and who he wasn't. A night with Miss Cretien would print out
the DNA of their identities for both of them, but it would be easier to
crack the safes at Fort Knox. He needed a simpler beginning. He
would visit the Wren Library at Trinity College and stand before the
portrait of Sir Arthur Balfour who had made a “national home” for
Jews possible, though neither he nor Balfour spoke Hebrew. Izzy had
taught him about Hebrew National salami, but not Zionism. Poverty
had made his father an unaffiliated man. And then there was
Wordsworth's old room at St. John's. If he could get into Miss
Cretien's knickers there, that would be double identity-dipping.
These were only fugitive fancies of a spring night at this point, but
he was reassured by them. He stood up, made sure he was steady on his
Dr. Martens Air Cushion, and brushed some lavender petals off his
seersucker jacket. Then he stepped confidently into the moonlight,
convinced that a passing group of undergraduates would take him to
be another wandering Fellow in search of the truth. And he was, of
course, but in ways they wouldn't understand, at least not now, at least
not for a while, not until they had lived. As he walked along the
unlighted part of Trinity Street past St. John's College, he thought of
Bogie at the end of Casablanca and how confident he had looked
because he had a mission. Well, he had one, too: he would look for
connections between his past and present in time and space that
would make Cambridge just another oasis of learning. When he
returned to the grounds of St. Botolph's, a sudden whirl of wind was
propelling the weathervane on top of Sir Vivian's house, first in one
direction, then another. Ludwig, like the wind, didn't quite know in
which direction he would be going during his stay at St. Botolph's:
two divergent ways at once, it seemed. He thought of an essay he
might write, “Two Roads Converged in a Yellow Wood.”
Sir Viv, as he had come to call him, had brought the relic back
from the South Pole. Ludwig knew he suffered in comparison with
Sir Viv, a truly heroic explorer -- he was, at best, a prober of inner
polarities. But he could do worse. Here he was in one of the centers of
civilized world. Out of place in many ways, yes, but at home at the
same time. He felt a sense of gratitude towards Miss Cretien whose
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goyish decorum had cracked open his psyche like one of Freud's
Viennese egos on the half-shell (or was it shell-game?, he now
wondered) He would return to the library one evening and find a way
to thank her. Maybe they could turn a page together. Or chant a
roundelay together. They could meet in a fen between a waste land
and the borscht belt.
•••
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SHANE MCCAULEY
(AUSTRALIA)

Conversation

Breath Poem

'The whole vocabulary of nakedness.'
-Garrison Keillor

'In at least one Inuit dialect the same words mean both
“to make a poem” and “to breathe”'. Ruth Finnegan
There is a hole in the ice
and you wait patiently
making clouds with your own
breath.
You draw out with the vapour
such a song, of birth
and hunting, the white intense
depth of the sea, how small
and lonesome it is to be.
Inhale: a great bear
has reached your island.
Exhale: the fish has accepted
your hook.
A seal twists into shadows
of ice. Stars tumble
over the snow. Each breath
enlarges the sky.

In time look how eloquent
we have become
even in night's blindness
the Braille of your back
parentheses of hips
breasts that pout
and insist on pampering
each unedited kiss punctuating
sentences that all contain
love's eccentric syllables
encyclopaedias of reach
and touch and all
the footnotes of desire
paragraphs full of the same
inflexible message
hidden deep in the lexicons
exclamations of our only
second language.
•••

Gather your joy into
Stanzas, chant. Feel songs
like bubbles in your blood
rise up and overwhelm you
in their ecstatic flood.
•
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SUNDEEP SEN
(
)
Winter

Flying Home
I meticulously stitch time through the embroidered sky,
through its unpredictable lumps and hollows. I

Couched on crimson cushions,
pink bleeds gold

am going home once again from another
home, escaping the weave of reality into another

and red spills into one's heart.
Broad leather keeps time,

one, one that gently reminds and stalls
to confirm: my body is the step-son of my soul.

calibrating different hours
in different zones

But what talk of soul and skin
in this day and age, such ephemeral things

unaware of the grammar
that makes sense.

that cross-weaves blood and breath
into clotted zones of true escape.

Only random woofs and snores
of two distant dogs

What talk of flight time and flying
when real flights of fancy are crying

on a very cold night
clears fog that is unresolved.

to stay buoyant unpredictably in mid-air
amid pain, peace, and belief: just like thin air

New plants wait for new heat
to grow, to mature.

sketches, where another home is built
in free space vacuum, as another patchwork quilt

An old cane recliner contains
poetry for peace woven

is quietly wrapped around, gently, in memoriam.
•

text keeping comfort in place.
But it is the impatience of want
that keeps equations unsolved.
Heavy, translucent, vaporous,
split red by mother tongues
winter's breath is pink.
•
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Bharatanatyam Dancer
for Leela Samson
Spaces in the electric air divide themselves
in circular rhythms, as the slender
grace of your arms and bell-tied ankles
describe a geometric topography, real, cosmic,
one that once reverberated continually in
a prescribed courtyard of an ancient temple

But it is this sacred darkness that endures,
melting light with desire, desire that simmers
and sparks the radiance of your
quiet femininity, as the female dancer
now illuminates everything visible: clear,
poetic, passionate, and ice-pure.
•••

in South India. As your eyelids flit and flirt, and
match the subtle abhinaya in a flutter
of eye-lashes, the pupils create an
unusual focus, sight only ciliary muscles
blessed and cloaked in celestial kaajal
could possibly enact.
The raw brightness of kanjeevaram silk, of
your breath, and the nobility of antique silver
adorns you and your dance, reminding us of
the treasure chest that is only
half-exposed, disclosed just enough, barely
for art in its purest form never reveals all.
Even after the arc lights have long faded,
the audience, now invisible, have stayed over.
Here, I can still see your pirouettes, frozen
as time-lapse exposures, feel
the murmuring shadow of an accompanist's
intricate raga in this theatre of darkness,
a darkness where oblique memories of my
quiet Kalakshetra days filter,
matching your very own of another time,
where darkness itself is sleeping light,
light that merges, reshapes, and ignites,
dancing delicately in the half-light.
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SHRUTI RAO
(INDIA)
Ghost Town Piety
Multi-coloured signs on shops
grudgingly hum in neon pitches.
The empty streets of ghost town
reluctantly wash the fog away
like a windscreen wiper,
sweeping foot by foot
as a spattering of stars walk the earth.
Under the rare street light
that bathes the bridge
the rickshaw puller sloppily
leans on his needle-injured hands
lifting a comatose finger, and a drugged eye
to tell the way towards a constellation.
A dog trots behind quickly drying up footsteps
sniffing his way through the ripe silence,
overflowing with late night drunkards
and early morning piety.
Faint smells of garbage rotting overnight
strike, just like the garbled brashness of
a lusty foursome: not pungent in fear or disgust
but pungent in skeletal remains of a city
that dies daily deaths.
As the buzzing streetlight performs a duet
with a far-off-stick of a policeman on dead man's watch,
the golden slivers that peek through the mist
reflect upon us, all our own constellations.

JAYDEEP SARANGI
(INDIA)
'Your Bow Will Write History'
Your forest is red,
The sprawling river
writes your history.
Text books write of men
From the other land
Your own people cut your throat
They take your land and bow
No health center or a school to go
You die in the jungle, uncared
With herbs
You live without living
Cry without knowing
For whom you cry:
A baby in your womb.
The police takes your eye,
Your body feels senses unknown
When he takes you
and the baby in the womb.
Your voice is history re-writing.
•••

•••
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TODD CRAIG
(U.K)

proud to be and become my grandmother, not Negro, but Black in the
census' convoluted trifecta, I am. Can you even tell me I am not, when
indeed, it is evident that I am?

IT IS THAT, WHICH I AM
(the smaller part of the whole called Confined)
I am the love called life, am I not? I am sacrifice, have I not forsaken
my own happiness, I am the bringer deliverer of elation to the ones I
love, beyond my own, the giver I am. I am Black woman from the
viewpoint of census I am this choice of the three. My beliefs: I am
much more than merely Negro or Hottentot, the vixened victim or
SVU subject of autopsy. I am told I am the greatness she was, is and
always will be thru me, I am.
Can you even tell me I am not?
Am I not the solitude of rage and pain, not the only sky aflame, the
smoking song the girl songstress I am, am I not?
I am striving for full consciousness. Here I am now. Know it is here
that I am, was…and always will be.
I am sentient, crying for all the pain in my past, my friends' past, my
lover's past, my parents' past, from passed ancestors' past. I am the life
called love, thus I am loving. The alcoholic elixir of fury and sound,
the gun erupts I am the inhalation of violence, the exhaling girl who
spits smoke in song like psalms for Solomon, farming the sword out of
stone. I am in awe of the bright green of early spring, the impossible
blue of clear sky, the unassuming smoothness of stone on beach
rocked by waves, the Rock of all salvation, I am the solace of snowy
country. The perfect glow of lover in candlelight - mine, are so many
things I am. The undisturbed foam atop cappuccino, a visual sponge,
absorbed in something easily, I am watcher. Seeing clearly, dreaming
simply, I am the Recoverer, feeling down, falling down seven times,
picking up eight. I am small, crybaby, two turned thirty too soon. I am
64
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Avoiding the pathway to hell, I am more well-intentioned than
disciplined. So stubborn, I am, of things I have already given a lot of
thought. I am verbose, often providing a confusing amount of
information as answer to a simple question, the information highway
called jargon…I am…ain't I? The actions of hurt blood, am I only the
Land of Weeping and Passion, the habitual creature?
I am so often on auto-pilot: steered onto the wrong subway platform,
am I the wrong side of the tracks when sidetracked by the deli's strange
fruit starring as poisonous candy? Why am I not fortified, fruitful and
multiplied –the curser of strange fruit, I am more than the shackles
and chains of my injuries. I am student of teacher, teacher of student,
gatherer of new information and pensive perspectives, assimilator of
them within me, merely to give back to them the hoper I am, that
they become smarter than I was, am and always will be. I am artist,
working that is.
I am soul, soles upon the heartbeat of soul. For a better tomorrow, for
all close to my heart…for humanity, I am striving for full
consciousness.
Here I am now.
I am everything done at once, the periphery to samba thru salsa, I am
not solely the only…I only am. Famed as Debbi Allen pirouetted with
rod, I am the sewer of knittings, the knitter of retail only to retell the
old slave narratives of those before me my freedom declared, I am
dance. The Ponderer, mulling thru muses in head for hours on end
turned days before the settler of opinions, I am not EPMD, "you gots
to chill", but chill I.AM like Will and those Peas Eyed Black, instead I
am damn good chocolate! I am social butterfly, Ani Liebowitz turned
Prosopisia
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upside down, inside-out, I am fishbone-rock and roller...urban
southern belle, wanting to be urban homesteader, I am.
I am told I am the greatness…thus, I claim the greatness that I am.
Short-tempered and impatient, am I not incredibly thoughtful? I am
looker like the Great Thinker, alone, my origins tell I am mover, thus
am I not shaker? I am artist, working, that is. The woman I am, is the
passionate life lived thru teaching, the art of my life, the viewpoint of
census, the choice of the three:
I am woman, my freedom declared.
I am dance, yet much more than that.
And thru the shackles of my chains…the retellings of awakened past
of slaves…wife…daughter…and sister…
I am confined.
•••

BINOD MISHRA
(INDIA)
Rented House
Living in a rented house
Is a life of longings
With no belongings.
A strife without reason
A compromise made not in a court
Much to the likes of owner's sport.
Living in a rented house
Is like reading a comedy of errors
With many a familiar terrors
Sometimes of emotions choked and reasons faked
A calendar for every action, a restriction
A cold war with no scope of leniency.
Living in a rented house
Is like learning in a nursery school
Parroting mechanical rhymes & lampoon
Practising rented smiles & borrowed silence
Allowing limited visitors & restrained voice
Shouting in isolation without any complain.
Living in a rented house
Is a baneful existence
With neither the sun nor the moon making presence
Stars shy away with the faintest twinkle
Sky & Clouds wrestle in riddle
To sort out the troubles.
Living in a rented house
Is like obeying the commands of the lieutenant
Who looks at the abrasion of the soldiers
And yet orders to move ahead
Break enemy's bastion
To save his head.
•••
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KURSHID ALAM
(INDIA)

JAMES CHARLTON
(AUSTRALIA)

Induction at Cybage

Walking in Tamil Nadu

The HR, a tall beauty, put all the papers before me

Near the ashram gate, palm trees flow with the wind;

They had conditions, some normal conditions,

red hibiscus remain open. A large bird sculls across the sky;

some typical ones, some I did not understand, some crucial

the holy mountain burns with archaic value.

She said the conditions terms rather to impress me

Our notion of time dissolves

I insisted they were conditions put by her

for just a moment, as in a dream we greet the ancestors

as I didn't have the choice to put in any of mine.

and think the eternal present unremarkable.

I read them over and again with my heart beat loud

We watch the rain, tactile rain,

Suddenly my cell rang, I got a call from yet another firm

in demure light. Someone lowers the word spiritual

If you're looking for a change?

onto the Kaveri River. We watch it drift away

I've already changed. Every thing is dealt now, I replied.

into nothing, into everything. Drenched by hidden sweetness,

Then the HR looked at me with some awe

we cling less tightly to thought. A large bird dips, floats,

thinking if I impressed her with a false ring

alights next to us. It peers up: I am here. I am here.

or if I'm a stable candidate to stay here for long

Beyond arrival, beyond non-arrival, we are already home.

With a mixed feeling she continued and offered me tea.

Each thorn, sharp seed, hibiscus: always harshness

I was relieved of the tension of seeking a new job.

at the heart of life, always openness.
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GIMBA KAKANDA
(NIGERIA)
Homeland
In every elephant's tummy
Shreds wed in rumble
But my country is a tuskless giant
Here folks still dance on reed bridges
And on every junction are warped reeds
Clan-on-clan traps of intraracial carnages
Don't let my grin be your green
Card to score your migration
I'm a frown fattened by metallic pains
Don't let my dress be your aim
I'm a boutique but in me reside histories
Badges of cannibal frowns
My country is two
Barbed walls taller than apartheid
Spur of statues' clan
And our valleys the donkeyard
Alone the dwellers of spur
Dine our communal meal
As unschooled we litter the cliffs of flight
Our vaunt of farm
Hedged for famine seasons
But only the sputum of its oases
Sprinkles our parched slab
Yet we have no prod to the communal vault
Only them
Pregnant men and manly women
Lordly fortresses of statuettes
This country masturbates in brothels of abundance
But whenever these clatters from my anvil roar
That we dock our burgled silo
If we're not handcuffed by fat-book
Fork of laughter fetches our swagger
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Pygmy never fits in ogre's frock
Oh our sweats manure the tillage
Whose harvests we're denied
Sometimes led by grievances
We too wear black spectacles
To drone from hiding
A pygmy worth million statues
Don't let my grin be your green
Card to score your migration
I'm a frown fattened by metallic pains
The thieving statues bury electricity in us
They salt our heart
Throw Kilimanjaro on us
That we armless warriors
Grumble through thunders
So they can put on diplomatic neck tie
On crimson bullions
Herding World Bank gigolos
To come and keep our pieces
In the crypt of disgraced history
Just to create space for their noble banditry
In my country
Adults still wear knickers of mirth
They refute elderly medal
In the face of food
In my country
Arsenals are cradles of our fragile senses
Our infirmaries are but weaponries
That maltreat our sleeps
In my country
Idle talkers legislate for us
They execute our deaf dignity
Contracting the dumb judges
Who aren't taller than our harlots
To throw noose on our drums
My country weeps for martyred springs
•••
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PASHUPATI JHA
(INDIA)

CHRISLOPHER KELEN
(CHINA)

A Love Song

updating Liu Yuxi

You want to fathom the depth of the sea
by pelting pebbles in it;
my words are not easy to scan,
my feelings are difficult still.
There are layers of slushy moss,
below is the weight of heavy stones;
yet lower still is crystal whiteness
of ever expanding pacific depth.
Love is more than a skinny affair,
it is more than seek and hide;
are you ready for a life-long dive?

something left over
from sunset
beacon fires burn
on yellow hills
a single curlew
spills over the ridge
hovers, sings
silence of hooves
now mustered for battle
then somebody's
mobile rings
•

•••
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self-exile
becoming fishermen
joining the river

see the wind in high branches
see the wind in high branches
the water in moss

downstream from
a palace of jade
great rank
greater rancour

leaves scatter with the river's turnings
mist thin as wings have parted

no better intention
ever compares with

see how the sun sets home
like an ox

a flat boat
a river

•

this
never
returning
•
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snow
snow
like petals of cloud
falling
and falling

BOOK REVIEW

Callahan, David, Rainforest Narrative: The Work of Janette Turner
Hospital, St. Lucia: UQP (2009, pp 370 ISBN 978-0-7022-3727-0

music makes me drunk
for the old days
carries down
the moon trodden ways
always around a corner
the scene I'm to paint
words which will find me
melting
like
snow
•••

David Callahan's book Rainforest Narrative: The Work of
Janette Turner Hospital overcomes the notions that there is dearth of
single author studies of contemporary Australian novelists. Callahan
does a yeoman's job of summarizing the major themes and meanings
of Hospital's fictional writings, interspersed with contemporary
critical theory. The reader emerges with appreciation for both
Callahan and Hospital for their sublimating potentialities. His use of
modern critical theory for Hospital's writings is unforced and
original. IN his acknowledgments, Callahan writes that Tony Hassall
went through the manuscripts and made valuable suggestions made
the book more "fluent and consistent". He also feels indebted towards
Hospital as "a model of writerly rectitude", but never as a school
teacher to force her conclusions on him. Hospital is not just an
Australian citizen. Callahan too is aware of the fact that after
immigrating to four different countries 'the experiences of dislocation
lie at the centre of Hospitals writing. Each chapter is titled with a
poetic sensibility. Chapter 1, "Displacement, interpretations and
responsibility" is exceedingly useful introduction that helps to define
what fiction means to Hospital, it is "...not a mirror that reflects reality
of life, but a created artefact." Hospital's writings have the least grain
of realism, but they do have puzzling characteristics of mystery or
thriller which compel the readers to take a pause, to reflect and then go
on Callahan points out, Turner's manner in which the material and
the emotional leak into each other, so that the senses have access to the
subjective and the disembodied..."
Of course Hospitals literary a oeuvre demands symbolic
exploration and confounds it as is the case in rainforests. One of the
major theme in Hospital's writings is women's plight, who are
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punished 'for exhibiting freedom of movement or difference'. It can
be noticed in Borderline, The Last Magician, The Tiger in the Tiger Pit,
The Ivory Swing and in Due Preparations and Orpheus Lost. Chapter 3,
"Anger Mismanagement : The Tiger in the Tiger Pit" reminds one of
Bharati Mukherjee's tale "Management of Grief". The novel revolves
around an elderly couple, intertwined in ethical responsibility with
'the deslabatisation of memory and causality." Similarly Dislocation is
a collection of seventeen short stores which tend to ferret out the
experiences of disjunctions that arises familiar. Perhaps there is hardly
any issue related to 'dislocation' which has not been deciphered.
Hospital deals with the issue like contemporary Diasporic
displacement, adjustments after made by immigrants, coping with the
disjointed and dislocated selves, struggles to encounter 'friction
between cultures'. Callahan's discussion is open ended on all the
issues. The reader infact throughout much of the book has the
impression that the writer is simultaneously looking at Hospitals life
experiences as well as her body of work and then carefully selects
material from both the sources to make the discussion effective.

Hospitals excellence but also to conclude the discussion more
forcefully that "the novel" (Orpheus Lost) answers the grief and fear
with an emotional expressiveness more visceral than words with a
endevour of music and of myths" Very often the reader feels that
Callahan's Rainforest Narratives is a ground breaking work of literary
criticism in the field of fictions of Hospitals. More significant,
however, is Callahan's own strength as a remarkable scholar and an
'analytic', who is both responsive to Hospital's imaginative gifts and
sensitive fiction writer.
-Pradeep

•••

In chapter II "Living astride death Due Preparation for the
Plague" Callahan drives home the argument that the narrative of the
novel (Due preparations for the Plague) moves breath lessly in order to
create an environment of urgency to deal with various forms of
plagues, plaguing our contemporary world. It is a plague to murder
innocent people in 'interest of the ideological agenda'. The novels
raises a million dollar question that how can we prepare for the plague?
The menace of terrorism hardly does the least good to any country. It
is a universal problem and it has to be dealt collectively rather than
individual.
In the last essay "The Broken Chords of Home Orpheus Lost"
Callahan effectively adds a new dimensions to the readers
accumulating knowledge of Hospital's creativity in fiction. He at the
very outset points out that Hospital has "sustained intensity with
which the contemporary6 world experiences' the threats and results of
terrorism and state sponsored violence." Callahan effectively uses
Donna Refkind's Los Angles Time review not only to highlighting
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